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Practical designer-guided hull form
optimisation
Making designer-guided hydrodynamic hull form optimisation part of the
design process ensures it will be system-ready and benchmarked, argues
HydroComp’s Don MacPherson

D

esign ‘optimisation’ can be a
two-edged sword. It can achieve
substantial beneficial outcomes,
but it can also consume design resources
in a fruitless hunt for perfection.
In naval architecture, where many
disciplines – stability, hydrodynamics,
capacity, producibility – all compete in
the evolution of a design, design studies
will never deliver a singular ‘numerically
optimum’ outcome for any one discipline.
Certain disciplines, such as safety of life at
sea, will appropriately have priority to others.
Depending on how you cast the role of a
naval architect, the design priorities also fall
on any task that best fulfills the objectives of
a client’s business plan. The best we can hope
for is to get reasonably close to an optimum
while not handicapping the other disciplines
too much. To do this we must set aside the
idea of a single optimum for the task at hand
and remember that there is typically a broad
area of compromise options that achieve
close to optimum outcomes. It is in this very
messy sandbox (and I love its messiness, by
the way) that we approach hydrodynamic
hull form optimisation.
Of course, we must remember the
primary objective of the optimisation, which
in most cases is to achieve minimum fuel
consumption. One must model the ‘VesselPropulsor-Drive’ (VPD) system and then
fit any component optimisation into this
system. HydroComp’s NavCad software is at
the forefront for this type of hydrodynamic
and propulsion system simulation, and
also a powerful tool for optimisation of
the system’s components. NavCad has
long been known for its propeller system
matching that solves for optimum propeller
characteristics, but perhaps less known is
that NavCad is also an effective platform for
hull form optimisation.
As noted, the objective function of a
VPD system optimisation should rightly
be minimum fuel consumption, so a
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comprehensive hull form optimisation
would typically include a search for
improvements in Vessel-Propulsor
interaction. However, a more limited focus
on reduction in vessel hull form resistance
can be extremely valuable, as it will directly
relate to a reduction in the Propulsor-Drive
thrust requirement and corresponding
fuel consumption. In fact, it is fair to say
that a majority of research on ‘hull form
optimisation’ is related to drag reduction.

‘Designer-guided’
optimisation

While there are a variety of iterative
high-order approaches and techniques
available for an automated optimisation,
the need to juggle the various disciplines
does not always allow for the ‘optimum’ hull
to actually be used in service (if it did, all
hulls would be long and slender with pointy
ends). We therefore propose that ‘designerguided’ optimisation is necessary to achieve
a deliverable pragmatic compromise
solution. Of course, a designer-guided
solution can then be refined as justified.
Analysis with higher-order codes or model
testing can follow to further improve the
hull using the knowledge gained in the
designer-guided investigations.

Principal parameter
optimisation

Some of the biggest improvements in
hull form resistance can be achieved
by understanding the influence of the

significant hydrodynamic parameters.
A ship’s resistance in different speed
regimes will be affected by parameters
in different ways. A great example of this
is an immersed transom. At low speeds,
the water wants to be rejoined easily at
the stern, so a transom with substantial
immersed section area is detrimental. On
the other hand, a transom that promotes
clean separation is greatly beneficial
at high speeds. Similar influences can
be evaluated for center of gravity and
entrance angle, for example.
To put this into an appropriate ‘energy
value’ perspective (that better models
total power and fuel use), NavCad
uses a weighted energy analysis for
two operational speeds. It then runs
a comparative matrix of significant
parameters, ranks their influence, and
presents a summary to the naval architect.
This provides initial design guidance for
where drag reduction might be found – if
it is compatible with the requirements of
the other design disciplines (see Figure 1).

Hull form wave-making
optimisation

Hull form resistance can be simplified
into two general parts – viscous and
wave-making. Put another way, it is made
up of a frictional drag related to the surface
and boundary layer properties, plus the
resistance caused by the movement of the
water’s mass around the ship. Depending
on the speed range and characteristics of the
Figure 1 – Drag
reduction by
parametric
assessment
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Figure 2 –
Longitudinal
contribution to
wave-making
energy (FN=0.30)

Figure 3 – High
speed wave
energy plot
(FN=0.95)

Figure 4 – Minimal
viscous influence
at moderate
speeds

Figure 5 –
Substantial viscous
influence at high
speeds

Figure 6 – RoPax
distribution
of immersed
volume for ADVM
calculation
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ship, the relative proportion of these two
parts of total resistance can vary greatly.
The resistance of slow ships will tend to be
mostly viscous, so hull form improvements
typically are about reducing wetted surface
area (as producibility and other disciplines
allow). Fast ships, on the other hand,
demonstrate predominantly wave-making
drag, so the hunt for drag reduction is
successful when smoothing the path of the
water around the ship and past a transom.
All prediction solutions for wave-making
drag (including model testing and panel or
grid-based codes) provide a computation of
the total wave-making resistance. Designerguided optimisation can now employ a
practical means of design feedback about
how the longitudinal distribution of hull
shape influences wave-making resistance.
The foundation of this feedback is found in
HydroComp’s integration of wave-making
drag in the ‘Analytical Distributed Volume
Method’ (ADVM) of NavCad Premium.

Visualisation of wavemaking energy

The analytical prediction of wave-making
resistance is based on the Kelvin system of
generated transverse and divergent waves.
There are many excellent references on this
topic so no more will be said here, except
that they are systems which reflect the
local shape of the immersed volume (such
as inflections and shoulders) and go in and
out of phase with each other depending
on the shape and speed. For example,
the following is a plot from NavCad
Premium of a symmetric Wigley hull (a
very well-known mathematical hull form
frequently used for analytical studies) that
illustrates the longitudinal phase-based
peaks and valleys of the wave-making
resistance along the ship’s hull. The total
wave-making energy is the integration of
this curve (Figure 2).
As a ship increases in speed and
exceeds the point where the speed-based
wave length is longer than the ship’s
length, the shape of the energy curve will
have a principal central hump (Figure 3).
Note that the the plots on Figures 2 and 3
were calculated without a viscous boundary
layer shape or sinkage-trim correction.
These will alter the magnitude of the
wave-making energy and shift the peak aft
as shown on Figures 4 and 5.
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Using longitudinal wave
energy plots for designerguided optimisation

The ability to graphically observe the
influence of hull shape on wave-making
resistance gives naval architects a powerful

tool to identify possible problem areas and
optimise the hull form.

RoPax Ferry

In a past article, we described a design study
for a 145m RoPax ferry (The Naval Architect,
Figure 7 – Original
RoPax hull energy
plot

Figure 8 – Modified
RoPax hull energy
plot

Figure 9 – Hull CAD
import for data
capture (step 1)

Figure 10 –
Extracted offsets
(step 2)

January 2018) with the longitudinal
distribution of immersed volume as shown
on page 39. As described in the article, the
predicted resistance of the ship was greater
than expected (by comparison to other
hulls of comparable size and mission), and
the inflection at the stern was considered
as a possible source of the added resistance
(Figure 6).
Using the most recent ADVM prediction
method update, the longitudinal energy
plot can be quickly developed for this hull
at its design speed. As compared to the
flow-friendly Wigley hull (Figure 4), you
can see in the figure below a substantial
peak toward the stern just upstream of
the hull inflection. You will also note the
larger wave-making magnitude of the
RoPax hull due to its less streamlined
sectional area curve (notably due to
the sharp forward shoulder, prolonged
mid-ship, and the stern inflection – see
Figure 7).
This upstream influence of a transition
is typical of hydrodynamic bodies. For
example, a 2D foil study can confirm that
a downstream inflection would cause
an upstream pressure increase. Using
knowledge of this tendency for designerguided optimisation, the naval architect
can look for peaks that are “out of
character” and look downstream (toward
the stern) for hull form characteristics that
might be modified.
A simple revisit to the original RoPax
CAD model allowed the naval architect
to revise and smooth the stern inflection.
The wave energy plot for the modified
stern is shown below. This small re-design
– guided by the ADVM method and its
corresponding wave-making energy plot
in NavCad Premium – delivered a 35%
savings in wave-making resistance and a
14% total resistance reduction (Figure 8).

Data requirements
and workflow

The hull form data necessary for the
parametric “minimum drag” analysis or
for the ADVM method (and the wave
energy plot) can most easily be captured
using a new “hull import from CAD”
utility in NavCad. The process starts
with a user-generated STL file, which is a
comparable data source as used by CFD
and higher-order analyses. This creates a
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Figure 11 –
Captured
parametric and
longitudinal station
distribution data

version of the geometry based on faceted
panels. The following screenshots illustrate
the import of a CAD file in STL format
for a research vessel : import, offsets, and
captured data (Figures 9, 10 & 11).
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Conclusions

Through the application of a ‘designerguided’ optimisation strategy, naval
architects can evaluate proposed hull
form geometry both in parametric

and distributed volume domains.
Only by keeping the naval architect
in the design loop can the hull form
geometry effectively be optimised for
hydrodynamic objectives within the
scope of competing disciplines.
Of course, this does not eliminate the
potential for additional improvements
using higher-order CFD or model
testing. In fact the opposite is true.
By incorporating designer-guided
hydrodynamic hull form optimisation
into a naval architect’s regular design
process, the design will be system-ready,
pre-qualified, and benchmarked. This
makes additional follow-on analyses more
effective by devoting resources where they
are most useful – by calculating just what
is needed, instead of using resources for
a hull geometry that may prove to be
restricted by the other disciplines of naval
architectural design. NA
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